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We consider antisymmetric tensor products of absolutely p-summing operators. 
In connection with this second moments of determinants of random matrices 
appear. These second moments are closely related to approximation properties of 
the absolutely 2-summing operators and can be used to characterize some classes 
of infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. Finite-dimensional results are also obtained 
by this approach. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
The starting point of the present paper is the result of Holub [4], which 
says that the injective tensor product of two absolutely p-summing 
operators S and T is again absolutely p-summing whereas rcP(S@, T) < 
qs) np( T). 
We consider antisymmetric injective tensor products of an absolutely 
p-summing operator and prove norm estimates that are better than those 
appearing in the general case covered by Holub; see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
In connection with this, second moments of determinants of random 
matrices appear and suggest a modified definition of the Grothendieck 
numbers. 
For a linear and continuous operator S between Banach spaces X and 
Y these modified Grothendieck numbers are defined by 
1/2n 
B, Idet(<Sxi, bj))12d~(bl)...d~(b,) 5 
Y 
where the supremum is taken over all normalized elements x,, . . . . x, E X 
and where ,U is a normalized regular Bore1 measure on the unit ball of Y 
equipped with the a( Y’, Y)-topology. 
Some basic properties and examples of these quantities can be found in 
Section 2. In Section 3 we see that the modified Grothendieck numbers 
of S are closely related to the approximation numbers of the composition 
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JS, where J: Y + L,(B,,; p) is the canonical embedding. Using this fact 
we characterize some classes of Banach spaces in Theorems 3.2-3.4. In the 
last section we exploit finite-dimensional estimates of the modified 
Grothendieck numbers to reprove a result of Pelczynski and Szarek [9] 
concerning cubical volume ratios of convex and symmetric bodies in 5X”. 
With the same method we sharpen the relation between volume ratios of 
convex and symmetric bodies using ellipsoids of minimal and maximal 
volume and their analytical counterpart, the Grothendieck numbers; see 
Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4. 
PRELIMINARIES 
If nothing is stated to the contrary, all Banach spaces are assumed to be 
real or complex. The closed unit ball of a Banach space X is denoted by 
B,, the dual of X by X’. I, is the identity-operator. The notations of 
special sequence and function spaces are adopted from [6]. The space of 
all linear and continuous operators from a Banach space X into a Banach 
space Y is denoted by 9(X, Y) and equipped with the norm 
\ISJI := sup{ l(Sx(l: XE B,}. 
If K is a compact Hausdorff space then W(K) denotes the set of all 
normalized regular Bore1 measures on K. 
Let 1 < p < co. An operator SE 9(X, Y) is absohtely p-summing if there 
exist p E W(B,.) (B,, is equipped with the 0(X’, X)-topology) and a 
constant c > 0 such that 
(i ) 
l/P 
llwl d c I<-% a)l”44a) for all x E X. (*I B, 
The space ZZ,(X, Y) of the absolutely p-summing operators from X into Y 
is endowed with the norm n,(S) := inf c, where the inlimum is taken over 
all c 2 0 such that (*) holds for some measure p. 
Since the inlimum is attained (see [lo, (17.3.2)]) we may say that S is 
dominated by p if (*) is satisfied with c = rrJS). 
An operator SE 2(X, Y) belongs to the class Z: if there exists a 
factorization S = S,S, through a Hilbert space H with Si E ZZ,(X, H) and 
S; E ZZ,( Y’, H’). As norm we set 
G(S) := inf{dS,) dSi)l, 
where the inlimum is taken over all possible representations. According to 
[ 10, (17.4.3)] the infimum is attained again. So we analogously say that S 
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is dominated by PE W(B,,) and VE W(B,..) if S= S,S, and y;(S) = 
n,(S,) rc2(S;), where Si and S2 are dominated by p and v, respectively. 
Finally, we call an operator SE 9(X, Y) nuclear if there exist sequences 
{a,},“=,cX’and {y,},“=,cYsuchthat 
Sx= f (x,a,)y, for all xEX 
ll=l 
and C,“= i [[an/l 11 y,/l < co. The set of all nuclear operators S from X into Y 
is denoted by N(X, Y) and is a Banach space under 
4s) :=inf f IkII IIYA 
i 
. 
n=l 1 
More information about the above operator classes can be found in [lo] 
or [ll]. 
1. ANTISYMMETRIC TENSOR PRODUCTS OF 
ABSOLUTELY~-SUMMING OPERATORS 
Let X be a Banach space and S, be the group of all permutations of the 
set { 1, . . . . n}. For X we define the nth outer product as 
A”X:=span 
i 
xi A ... hx,:=Csgnox,C,,@ . ..@x.(,) G@“X 
sn I 
and denote the closure in the injective tensor product 0: X by /1:X. In the 
special situation in which X= H is a Hilbert space we use 
( i 
s=c fii A ..+ A fniE A”H, t=x glj A a.. A g,EA”H 
i 
as scalar product on A”H and form the corresponding closure A;H. The 
usual norm of an element s~/i:X is denoted by E(S) (see below). In A;H 
we take z(s) := (s, s)“~. 
The elements of A:X can be naturally considered as antisymmetric 
functionals on X’ x . . . x X’ in the following way. To each s E A”X with 
s=cixli A ... A xni we assign a continuous functional 
FE L(X’, . ..) X’):=(t:X’x ... x X’ -+ R, @: n-linear and continuous} 
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S(U,) . ..) 4 :=Cdet(<~, al>);f-,I=l. 
5 does not depend on the special representation of s and 
II4 = sup{ Ma,, ..., a,)] :ai E B,,} = E(S). 
Hence AfX is an isometric subspace of [L(X’, . . . . X’) and 
is justified for p E W(B,,), s E A;X, and 18 p < 00. 
Furthermore, assuming K to be a compact Hausdorff space we recall 
@ z C(K) = C(K x . . . x K) and deduce 
AfC(K)=C”(Kx ... x K), 
where Ca(K x . . . x K) is the subspace of C(K x . .. x K) consisting of all 
antisymmetric and continuous functions on K x ... x K. 
Finally, we introduce the outer &-product AZS: A:X+ A: Y of an 
operator SE~(X, V) by (AzS)(x, A ... A x,) :=Sx, A ... A Sx,,. The 
outer 2-product A;S of an operator S acting between Hilbert spaces is 
defined analogously. 
Now we can formulate the main results. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 2 <p < co and SEIIJX, Y) be dominated by the 
measure p. Then 
E((/I:S)S)<12!-1’p ~/AS)” llsllL,(p~, for UN s E n;x. 
Consequently, n,(Az S) 6 n! -“JJ n,(S)‘. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let H be a Hilbert space and let SEI~*(X, H) be 
dominated by the measure p. Then A”S: AiX-, A;H (induced in the canoni- 
cal way) is absolutely 2-summing with 
z((AnS)s) Gn! -‘I2 Ebb ((s(j LdP”) for all SE AFX. 
Consequently, x,(AnS) < n!-‘I* ACHE. 
To prove the above results we start with a formula which is of 
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Cauchy-Binet type and describe A;L,(Q, p) in the case when (sZ,9, ,u) is 
a o-finite measure space. For this purpose the linear map 
!FA”L,(i2,p)+L*(Qx ... xQ,px ..’ xp) 
is defined on the representatives by 
Wfl A . . . A fJ := ((01, . . . . ~,)~det(fi(oj)):,j=I). 
Furthermore, for 1 6 p < co we denote by L;(Q x . . . x 52, p x . . . x p) the 
closed subspace of L,(Q x ... x 0, p x . . . x p) defined by 
{f E L, : there exists an antisymmetric f’ ES defined everywhere}. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let (52, F, ,a) be a a-finite measure space. Then 
nqL,(sz,p)=L;(Qx ... xa,px ..’ xp), 
where for all s, t E A”L, 
(s, t),,pLz = n! -’ *. . I s y(s)(Oi) ytt)(oi) dP(Ol) .“dP(on)’ R 
Prooj Let s, t E A”L,(Q, p) be given by s = xi fii A ... A f,,i and 
t=Cjg,/ A . . . A g,. Then 
= c n!-’ I ...I det(Li(wJL,j 
1.j 
=n!-’ J S ... Ys\Yt dp . ..dp. 
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Hence !R AnL,(Q) + L’; z L,(Q x . . . x Q) is an isometric embedding 
(with the factor n! -I”). To show that the extension jt: A;L, + L; is a 
surjection we approximate an element f~ L’; by step-functions fk in the 
L,-norm. It is clear that we can assume 
Considering the operator alt: L,(Q x . x Q) + L,(Q x . . x Q) defined 
on the representatives by alt(f) = n! -’ & sgn af, (fJo,, . . . . w,) := 
f(%(l)? ...> W,(H))) we obtain IJalt)l < 1 and 
Wfd k ’ Wf) =f 
in the L,-norm. Since alt(f,)E Y(A”L,) we have f e p(A;L,). 1 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 2 < p < co, K be a compact Hausdorff space and p a 
regular measure. Then the map @: C”(K x ... x K) + Ai C(K) with 
@((O,r . . . . O,)--*det(~fi(w,));i=l)=fi A ... *f, 
can be uniquely extended to a linear and continuous operator 
&L;(Kx ... xK,px ... xp)-A;L,(K,p). 
Moreooer (( $11 6 n! - ‘lp. 
Proof: First we mention that the inclusions 
A”C(K)cC”(Kx ... xK)cL;(Kx ... xK,p... xp) 
are dense with respect to the L,-norm. Let 1 = l/p + l/q. Considering 
s=cifii A ..' A fni E A”C(K) we obtain 
G {n!-’ Il4l,) SUP j.../ Idet(g,(w,))lYd~(wl)...d~(o,) 
l/q 
gl 
from Lemma 1.3. 
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It remains to estimate the second factor from above by n!‘14. If q = 2 is 
taken Lemma 1.3 implies 
=n!‘j2 jdet((g;, g,))l ‘j2 ~n!‘/~. 
On the other hand, taking q = 1 we use 
s s ... Idetk,(o,))l 44~,)~~~444 
To treat the remaining case 1 <q < 2 we consider the operator 
M,: L,(K) x ... x L,(K)+ L,(Kx ... x K) 
defined (on the representatives) by 
M&g,, . . . . 8,) := ((w, . . . . w,) -+ det(g,(o,)K,,, 1). 
NOW, for l/q = 0 + (1 - 8)/2 complex interpolation yields 
lp&II 6 IpflIIO IIM2(I’-e~.!en!“-H”2=,!l’4. 1 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since S is dominated by p there exist subspaces 
X,,c C(K), XP& L,(K, p) (K := B,,) and an operator BE 9(X,, Y) with 
l[Bll < nP(S) such that 
S X-Y 
Ck) ” + L,W, P) 
where A is defined by Ax := (x, ), J is the embedding of X0 into C(K) 
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and J,, is the restriction of the embedding TP. The injectivity of the 
s-product implies the diagram 
where 3; is the canonical embedding of C” into L; and 6n is the map from 
Lemma 1.4. We see 
np(A;W d n,(A; Jp) llAf4 G +@,b) M” 
6 I@“11 n,(3;) IIBll”dn!-1’p7Tp(S)“. 
Furthermore, let s E A! X. Then 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Again setting K = B,. we can write the operator 
S as S= BJA, where A E U(X, C(K)) and JE Y(C(K), L,(K, p)) are the 
canonical embeddings and BE 9(L,(K, p), H) satisfies I(BJI <nn2(S). We 
obtain 
AZX A”S bA;H 
“;A 
I I 
n;B 
AL’CW) A;L,(K PL) 
II I 
Pn 
C”(Kx ... xK++ L;(Kx . . . xK,px . . . xp) 
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where pn is taken from Lemma 1.3 with 11 a,/1 = n! -‘I’. As in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 it follows that n,(,4”S) 6 n!-‘j2 rc2(S)” and 
To give a first corollary of Theorem 1.1 we define for S: X + YE 17, and 
T: Y--f XE ZZ2 the determinant of I+ TS as 
det(Z+ TS) := 1 + f tr(/i;TS), 
,,= I
where tr is the unique continuous trace on the operator ideal Z7: (see [ 11, 
(4.2.6)]). 
Now we can improve [ll, (4.7.17)] in the case r = 1. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let SE Zi’,(X, Y) and TE Z7,( Y, X). Then 
IdeW+ TS)I dexp(n,(T) x2(S)). 
Proof. Using [ 11, (4.2.6)] and Theorem 1.1 we see 
(det(Z+ TS)I < 1 + f Itr(/i/TS)I 
n=l 
2. MODIFIED GROTHENDIECK NUMBERS 
According to [2] the usual Grothendieck numbers of an operator 
SE 9(X, Y) are defined as 
Z’,,(S) := sup((det( (Sx,, bj))$= II ‘I”: xi E B,, h, E By) 
= sup{s(Sx, A . . . A Sx,)“‘? xi E B,}, 
whereas Z’,(X) := Z’,(Z,). 
Note that Z’,(X) measures the distance of the n-dimensional subspaces of 
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X to the Hilbert space by approximating the unit ball (of such a subspace) 
with the help of ellipsoids of maximal and minimal volume (see [S] and 
Corollary 4.4 of this paper). 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 give rise to the following modification. 
Let SE 9(X, Y) and p E W(B,.). Then 
T,(S; CL) := sup 
I /2n 
Idet((Sx,, b,i>);j,1~2 dp(b,)...dp(b,) , 
Y 
where the supremum is taken over all xi E B,. Again we use 
In this section we present some basic properties and examples of these 
modified quantities “for fixed n,” whereas in the next section we relate 
their asymptotic behaviour for ‘?I -+ co” to geometrical properties of the 
underlying Banach spaces. 
For fixed n the usual and modified Grothendieck numbers satisfy 
1/2n 
T,(S) < sup{T,(S; CL): PLE W(By)} d T,(S). 
The right-hand inequality is clear. To see the left-hand one let 
Xl > .“> x, E B, and bl, . . . . b, E B,. be arbitrary. Defining p := 
l/n c,“= I 6, E W( B ,,,), where Sb is the Dirac measure at b E Y’, we obtain 
H! 
0 
1/2n 
2 
Idet(<W bj))l”” 
= 0 J 
1/2n 
. . Idet(<Sx,, cj>)zj=112 &(c~)~~~44cn) 
BY, BY. > 
d T”(X p). 
Taking the supremum over xi and b, we arrive at the desired result. 
The following observations give more precise information about the 
interplay between the different Grothendieck numbers. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let SE~(X, Y), ALE W(B..), and J: Y+ L2(B,,; p) be the 
canonical embedding. Then 
r,(JS) = n! - “2n r,( s; p). 
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Proof: Applying Lemma 1.3 we obtain 
r,,(JW 
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=sup{I(JSx, A ‘.. A JSx,,b, A ... A bn)n;LZI”n:~;~Bx,b,~BLZ) 
=sup{I(Jsx, A ... A JSx,, JSx, A ... A JSX,),,;~~I”*~:X~EB~} 
i, s 
1/2n 
=n!-‘/*“sup . . . Idet((Sxi, bj)):j=,I* dp(b,)...dp(b,) 
Xl BY BY, 
= n!r”*” T,(S; p). 1 
In the case S = I, we will use a “two sided version” of Lemma 2.1. For 
this purpose we define the covariance operator T, E 3(X, X’) for a 
measure p E IV(B,.) by 
(xv T,Y) :=ln (x9 a>(y, a> &(a). x 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p E W(B,,). Then 
I’,( T,) = n! -‘ln T,,(x; p)‘. 
Proof: By local reflexivity and again by Lemma 1.3 we derive 
r,CTp) 
=sup{ Idet((xi, T,~?l));~=,l’/“: xi, yj E B,} 
= SUP{ 1(X1 A ... A X,, jl A ... A jn),,;LZtBI.;pjI ““: xi, yj E B,} 
= SUP{ 1(X, A ... A x,, 2, A ..’ A ~,),,;L2~BX,,p~~ I’? xi E B,} 
Idet((x,, aj))yj= I/2dp(a,).~.dp(a,): xi E B, 
= n! - “n r,(x; ‘u y. 1 
Weaker, but more general, variants of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are also 
useful. Moreover, they improve [2, (2.1, 2.5)]. 
LEMMA 2.1’. Let SE 9(X, Y) and let T~l7,( Y, Z) be dominated by 
p E W(B,,). Then 
r,,( TS) < n! ~ 1’2n T,(S; p) n*(T). 
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Proof. Applying Theorem 1.1 to s = Sx, A . . . A Sx, and taking the 
supremum over xi E B, we arrive at our assertion. 1 
LEMMA 2.2’. Let A E 9(X,, X), SE r,*(X, Y), and BE 9( Y, Y,). ZfS is 
dominated by p E W( B,,) and v E W(B,..,,), then 
r n (BSA) 6 n!-“” T,,(B’; v) T,(A; ,u) y;(S). 
Proof. We assume S= S,S, with SI E Ii’,(X, H) and S; E ZZ,( Y’, H’) 
such that y:(S)=7r2(S1) n,(S;) (p and v dominate S, and &, respec- 
tively). Setting 
s=Axyr\ ... A Ax; and t = B’b’: A ... A B’bjj 
we obtain 
)det((BSAxp, b~));j,ll 
= Idet((S,Axp, S;B’bp))J 
= l(SIAx: A ... A &Ax:, S;B’b: A ... A S;B’b:).;,( 
< z(s, Ax: A . . . A S, Ax:) z(S;B’b: A ... A S;B’b:) 
dn! --I &(&sly n,(S;)” 
X 0 1 
w 
. . . IW(A-$‘, 
BX. Bx. 
aj>)12 44al) . ..&(a.) > 
> 
112 
X 
By,, 
Jdet((B’b7, y;)))‘dv(y;)...dv(y:) 
from Theorem 1.2. Passing to the supremum over xp E B, and bj’ E B,; 
yields the desired result. 1 
Before we consider some examples we derive two basic properties of the 
modified Grothendieck numbers which are needed in the sequel. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let SE 9(X, Y) and p E W(B,,). Then 
T,(S; p) d n!L’2n /IS/(. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1 and [2] we obtain 
r,(S;~)=n!1’2”r,(JS)~n!1’2” IIJS)I <n!1/2” IlSll. \ 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let Y G X be Banach spaces and let v E W(B,,). Then 
there exists a measure p E W( B,,) such that 
r,( K v) G z-,(X; 10 for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
ProojI If I: Y + X and J: Y + L,(B y,; v) are the canonical embeddings 
and if 7: A’--+ L,(B,!; v) is an extension of .Z with rrJJ”) = rc2(.Z) = 1 and the 
dominating measure ZJ E W(B,.), then 
according to Lemmas 2.1 and 2.1’. 1 
Now we are in a position to treat some examples. For the first one we 
mention Z’,,(Z;) = 1 according to [2]. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let PE W(B,;) and (ei} be the standard basis of 1;. Then 
1/2n 
Idet((e,, aj>);j=il* &(a,)...dAa,) 
In the case in which p is the Haar measure on the sphere S,-, or 
.D = l/n c,“= i 6, equality holds. 
Proof By the volume and multiplication properties of the determinant 
it is easy to see that 
SUP{ Idet((xi, aj>)l : xi E B,;} = (det( e,, ai)) 
such that 
ldet((e,, aj>)$=il* &(a,) . ..&(a.) = r,(G; PI. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1 and [2] we obtain 
Z-J/z; p) = n!““’ T,,(J: 1; + L,(B,;; p)) 
=n!‘lzn (a,(J) . ..a.(J))““, 
640/68,3-Z 
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where a,(J) are the usual approximation numbers of J (see Section 3). 
With the help of [ 11, (2.11.24)] we continue to 
nl 1/2n 
0 
1/2n 
rn(l”2; FL) G -$ (a,(J)2+ .‘. +a,(J)2)1’2< $ 0 n,(J) 
nl 117-n <- . 0 n” 
Now let p be the Haar measure on S,_ i or p = l/n cj”= i 6,. In both cases 
the covariance operator T,: ll; + 1; satisfies 
(e,, TPej) = j aictj dp( {ccl, . . . . cc,}) = l/n 6,. 
B4 
Hence T,, = l/nZ. Applying Lemma 2.2 yields 
T,(Z;; p) = (n!)llzn Z,(l/nZ)“* =n -112(n!)1’2”. 1 
For later use we construct measures p E W(B,;) with 
in a more general way using ellipsoids of maximal volume. 
Let E be an n-dimensional Banach space. We will say that u E Y(Zy, E) 
is a John-map, if I/u(( = 1 and 7r2(u-‘) = n i” Note that the image u(B,;) is . 
the unique ellipsoid of maximal volume which is contained in B,. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let E be an n-dimensional Banach space and let 
UE 9(Z;, E) be a John-map. Furthermore, let u-l be dominated by 
fi E W(B,.) and let v E W(B,;) be the image measure of p with respect to 
U’ E Y( E’, 1;). Then 
1/2n 
Idet((e,, aj>)Tj=112 dv(al)...dv(a,,) 
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Proof The left-hand equality follows from 
s I . . . Idet((ei, Qj>):j=lI” dv(~,)...dV(a,) Bl; Br2 
= s I . . . IW(ei, u’bj)):j=ll’d~(h,).‘.d~(b,) BE, BE. 
= sup Idet((xi,u’b,));i=112d~(bl)...d~(b,):xiEBI; 
using the same argument as that given in the proof of Example 2.5. We 
consider the right-hand equality. From the construction of the John-map it 
is clear that J: E -+ L,(B,, ; p) considered as a map on the image J(E) and 
K”~u- may be identified. Hence 
according to Lemma 2.1. m 
Another example we want to discuss is 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let ,U E W(B,m) and let { ei} be the standard basis of I,. 
Then 
sup 
il < <in 
If ,u is induced by the embedding J: [ { - 1, + 1 } ‘, v] + B,m, where v is the 
normalized Haar measure on the product group { - 1, + 1 } N, and if sii is 
a family of independent random variables on [Q, 9, P] with P(I+ = 1) = 
P(cji= -I)= i then 
(1 > 
1/2n 
ldet(Q;,= , I 2 dP(o) = r”(l, ; v) = n! 1’2n. a 
Proof: Let p E W(B,,) be arbitrary. Defining t: E, x ... x I, + 138 by 
> 
112 
t(x,, . ..) x,) := ldet(<xi, uj>)I* h(u,)...h(U,) 
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we obtain a map which is continuous and convex in each component. 
Therefore 
f,(l, ; p) = sup{ t(e,,, . . . . eJ’/“: ii < . . . < i,}. 
The estimate Z,(Z, ; p) 6 n. t112n follows from Corollary 2.3. Now we assume 
p to be the image of the Haar measure v on { - 1, + l} ‘. The continuity 
of J and the regularity of v imply the regularity of p. The symmetry of p 
yields Z,(l, ; p) = t(e,, . . . . en)‘/“. Hence 
> 
1/2n 
jdet( (e,, Jbj))12 dv(b,) . ..dv(b.) 
> 
1/2n 
= ldet(~~);,=l12 dfYw) 
To compute f,(l,; p) we consider the covariance operator T,: 1, + I,. 
It is not hard to check that 
s 4, 
(e,, a>(ej, a> &(a) =6,. 
Consequently T, = I: I, -+ I, such that 
f,(l, ; p) = n! 1’2n f,(z)“* = n! 1’2n 
according to Lemma 2.2 and 
f,(Z: I, -+ I,) = sup{ Idet( (Ze,,, ej,))t,,, ll”n: i,, j, E N > = 1 
(again use convexity and continuity). 1 
Corollaries 2.3, 2.4 and Example 2.7 yield at once 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let X be a Banach space which contains I, isometri- 
cally. Then there exists a measure ALE W(B,.) such that 
f,(X; p)= n!"*n for n = 1, 2, . . . 
In the next section we see that the above property is typical for Banach 
spaces containing an isomorphic copy of I,. 
3. RELATIONS TO THE GEOMETRY OF BANACH SPACES 
We will show that the asymptotic behaviour of the modified Grothen- 
dieck numbers Z,,(X; p) characterizes ome classes of Banach spaces. As a 
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basic tool we make use of the approximation numbers, which are defined 
as 
a,(s) :=inf{/S-Ljl: LET(X, Y), rank(L)<n) 
for an operator SE 9(X, Y). In the following it is convenient to set 
L&y4 := {SE9(X, Y): {n’~~-“%,(S)) E14} 
for O<p<co and O<q6 a3. 
With the help of the following lemma we will translate known results 
about approximation numbers of absolutely 2-summing operators into the 
language of Grothendieck numbers. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let SC?(X, Y), pi W(B,,), and J: Y-+L,(B,,;p) be the 
canonical embedding. Then 
where c > 0 is an absolute constant and {Lik(JS)) stands for the doubled 
sequence {aI( a,(JS), a2(JS), a*(JS), . ..}. 
Proof. Since 
a,(JS)...a,(JS),<r,(JS)“dc”Li,(JS)...h,(JS) 
according to [3, (2.2)] our assertion follows from Lemma 2.1. 1 
The left-hand side of Lemma 3.1 can be formulated more generally. 
LEMMA 3.1’. Let SE 9(X, Y) and let TEI~*( Y, Z) be dominated by 
p E W(B,,). Then for all n = 1, 2, . . . 
(a,(TS)~~~a,(TS)) ‘In d n! -1’2n T,,(S; ,u) x2(T). 
Proox Considering the factorization T= BJ, where J: Y + L,(B,,; p) is 
as usual and where rc2( T) = ]) BI], we obtain 
(a,(TS)...dTW) I”‘< (aI . ..a.,(JS))‘lfl I/B/l 
<n! -‘!2n r,,(S; PU) n,(T) 
from Lemma 3.1. 1 
Let 0 ,< c1 d $. Then all Banach spaces X such that 
sup n -“T,(X) < cc 
” 
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form a well-known class of Banach spaces. For c1= 0 we obtain the weak 
Hilbert spaces; o! = $ yields the class of all Banach spaces. An &-space 
belongs to the above class whenever a = 11/p- $1 (see [2, 3, 7, 12, 151). 
With respect to the above classes the different Grothendieck numbers 
possess the same behaviour. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a Banach space and O<u < i. Then 
sup,, n -“T,(X) -C CC if and only if 
sup n -“T,(X; p) < co for all p E W(B,.). 
Proof. Since T,,(X; p) < T,(X) we show one direction only. If Y is an 
arbitrary Banach space and SE ZZ,(X, Y), then we obtain {a,(S)} ,“=, E I,, ic 
for l/p = : - c( from Lemma 3.1’. Hence sup,, n -“f,,(X) < co according to 
C7, (4.5)1 or C14, (2.2)1. I 
The asymptotic behaviours of T,(X; CL) and T,(X) are not always the 
same. For example, T,(X) >, 1 whenever dim(X) >/n or in [ 131 it is shown 
that 
T,(X) 2 cn’j2 if and only if X is not K-convex. 
In contrast to this we have the following two results. 
THEOREM 3.3. A Banach space X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space if and 
only if 
T TAX; p12in < 00 for all p E W(B,,) 
and (**I 
1 f,(X’; v)‘/n < 00 for all v E W(B,,.). 
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 (S = I,) and from the factorization argument 
given in the proof of Theorem 3.2 it is clear that (*) is equivalent to 
n,w, Y) s =%,2(X, Y) and fl,(X’, Y)r%,,(X’, Y) (**I 
for all Banach spaces Y. Hence (*) is fulfilled whenever X is isomorphic to 
a Hilbert space. Let us treat the converse. The second inclusion of (**) 
implies {a,(S)} E 1, for all S: Z -+ X with S’ E ZZ2. Hence the definition of 
r,* and the multiplicity of the approximation numbers imply N(X, X) s 
Tc(X, X) E 9T,1(X, X). Therefore X is a Hilbert space according to [S, 
Theorem 3.153. 1 
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Problem. Does “Z7,(X, Y) E Z’;,JX, Y) for all Banach spaces Y” imply 
that X is a Hilbert space? From Theorem 3.2 we know that X must be a 
weak Hilbert space. 
THEOREM 3.4. For a Banach space X the following are equivalent. 
(1) X contains an isomorphic copy of I,. 
(2) There exist ,a~ W(B,,) and c> 0 such that 
r,(X; p) > cn”* for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
(3) There exist p E W(B,,) and a, jI > 0 such that for all n = 1, 2, . . . 
there are x,, . . . . x, E B, with 
,ux ..’ x P{ (al, . . . . a,,): Idet((xi, ai)) ‘In > an1’2} B/Y. 
Proof: (l)o (2). A result of Pelczynski and Ovsepian [8, Proposi- 
tion 31 says that a Banach space X contains 1, if and only if there 
exists a non-compact operator S: X --, I, E 17,. Hence Lemma 3.1 
yields the equivalence. (( 1) * (2) follows directly from Example 2.7 and 
Corollary 2.4 in a more constructive way.) 
(2) 3 (3). We choose x,, . . . . x, E B, with 
I s . . . B,, BY Idet((xi,a,>)l*d~(a,)...d~(a,)~(~/2)~”n”. 
Defining a := c/4 and 
p :=px ... xp{(a,, . . . . a,,): Idet((xi, ai))l”n>an1’2) 
we conclude 
(c/2)*“n”,< (1 -p) a*%‘+ pn” < ((c/4)*“+ p)n”. 
Hence p B (~/2)~” - (c/4)*” > (c/4)*” and /I := (c/4)* satisfies (3). 
(3) 5 (2). This is clear since F,(X; cc)‘” 3 aZnljnnn. i 
It is known that an operator SC 9(X, Y) is compact if and only if the 
sequence of its Gelfand numbers 
c,(S)=inf{ IISIJ: EEX, codim(E)<n} 
tends to zero. The same holds for the Kolmogorov numbers 
d,,(S) :=inf(IlQJI/: FE Y, dim(F)<n, QF: Y-+ Y/Fcanonical}. 
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Now the result of Ovsepian and Pelczynski [8] can be formulated as 
follows. 
A Banach space X does not contain I, if and only if c,(S) n. 0 
(d,(S) n’ 0) for all SE n,(X, Y) and all Banach spaces Y. Moreover, it 
is clear that c,(S) -r+ 0 (or d,(S) -+ 0) for all SEf:(X, Y) if X or Y’ 
does not contain I,. 
We will replace the Gelfand (or Kolmogorov) numbers by the 
Grothendieck numbers. In general we have 
for all SE .9(X, Y) and all Banach spaces X, Y (this is a result of Carl; 
cf. [3]). The converse does not hold in this form since, for example, 
and d,,(l:l;+l~)<6~ 
for n= 1 ,..., m (cf. [lo, (ll.ll.ll)]) whereas T,(Z:l’;-+1”,)= 1. 
THEOREM 3.5. For a Banach space X the following are equivalent. 
(1) X does not contain an isomorphic copy of I,. 
(2) For all Banach spaces Y and for all SE Z7,(X, Y) we have 
(3) For all Banach spaces Y, for all SE lZ,(X, Y), and for all 
sequences {x,} E B, we have 
(4SXl A . . . A Sx,))“” 7 0. 
Proof. (1) * (2). If X does not contain 1, then n-“‘f,,(X; ,u) n. 0 for 
all ALE W(B,,) according to Lemma 3.1 and [S]. Hence (2) follows from 
Lemma 2.1’. 
(2) * (3). Trivial. 
(3) * (1). We assume that X contains a copy of 1r, say Y c X. If 
{ yn} corresponds to the standard basis of I,, the operator S: Y + 1, defined 
by Syi := ei is absolutely 2-summing (cf. [ 10, (22.4.4)]). It is known that 
there exists an extension T: X-t 1, E 17,. Hence 
c(Tyl A ... h Ty,)=e(e, A ... A en)= 1 for all n = 1, 2, . . . . 
which is a contradiction to (3). i 
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Furthermore, from Lemmas 2.2’, 3.1 and [S] we obtain 
THEOREM 3.6. Let X and Y he a Banach spaces such that at least one of 
the spaces X and Y’ does not contain an isomorphic opy of I,. Then 
m(s) --yy 0 for all SE r,*(X, Y). 
Remark. The converse of Theorem 3.6 is not true. If we set X= Y = I, 
all operators SE r,*(X, Y) factor as S= BA with A E y(I,, 12) and 
BE~(/~, I,). B is known to be automatically compact (cf. [6, (1.2.c.3)]) 
such that T,(B)+ 0 according to [3, (2.2)]. Hence T,(S)<I’,(B) IJAI) 
implies T,,(S) * 0. 
4. CUBICAL VOLUME RATIO 
We demonstrate that the Grothendieck numbers are useful for considering 
the cubical volume ratio of convex and symmetric bodies in R”. We 
reprove a result of Pelczynski and Szarek [9, Corollary 2.23 and use the 
estimates, obtained for this purpose, to sharpen the relation between the 
Grothendieck numbers and the volume ratio using ellipsoids of maximal 
and minimal volume. 
As in [9] we also use in Proposition 4.2 the Gauss-inequality. 
Nevertheless our approach seems to be somewhat different and yields 
further consequences. 
From now on all Banach spaces are assumed to be real. The volume of 
a body CS E, where E is a finite-dimensional Banach space, is taken with 
respect to a fixed non-trivial Haar-measure and denoted by ICI. For 
simplicity we take the standard Lebesgue measure in the case E= 1; or 
E=l”,. 
The cubical volume ratio of the unit ball B, of an n-dimensional Banach 
space E is defined as 
By an ellipsoid D in E we mean the image of B,; under some u E Z(I’& E), 
that is, D = u(B,;). DE,, - = B, is the ellipsoid of maximal volume which lies 
in B, and D$, 1 B, the ellipsoid of minimal volume which contains B,. 
With the above notation we define the usual volume ratio of E as 
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The following easy observation is the reason for the use of Grothendieck 
numbers to compare the cubical volume ratio with the usual volume ratio. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let E be n-dimensional. Then 
a(E) = a(ll;) ME) f,(u), 
where UE Y(Z’;, E) is a John-map (\lul\ = 1, rrz(uW1) =n”‘). 
ProoJ: From the definition of a(E) we obtain 
i 
I) IBEI 1/n 
a(E)=sup (B,;( ILl( IB,;l . 
lM4;)l: ,Iu. E --) 1”,,1 <1 
’ I 
IW,;)l. l/n 
= a(f;) vr(E) sup ,B , .Ilu:E-+l”,~/<l . 
l” 2 
Using Iuu(B,;)( = T,(ou: I’; -+ I’;)” IB,;I and T,(uu: 1; -+ I;) = T,(uu: 1; -+ 1%) 
from [2] we continue to 
a(E)=a(l;)vr(E)sup(T,(uu): )lu: E-+1”,)\ <l} 
= a(Zz) vr(E) T,(u) 
since T,(S)=sup{f,(uS): \\a: Y-+I”,I) < 1) for SEZ(X, Y)‘in general. 1 
Now we estimate f,(u) from below and from above. The estimate 
T,,(u) < 1 follows from [2] and is clearly the best possible. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let E be n-dimensional and let u E 3’(1;, E) be a John- 
map. Then for N = n(n + 1)/2 
n! 
> 
1/2n 
N(N- l)...(N-n+ 1) <f,(u)< 1. 
Proof. From [16, Theorem 15.51 we know that the inverse up1 of a 
John-map can be dominated by a p E W(B,,) with card(supp(p)) = N. 
Setting p= C,“=, AI 6, from Example 2.6 we obtain 
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We estimate the second factor from above by ((IV. .. (N-n + l))/N”)‘l’” 
according to the Gauss-inequality Cl, p. 111. Hence the lower estimate of 
T,(U) follows. 1 
Directly from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.3 [9, Corollary 2.21. Let E be n-dimensional. Then 
a(E) < ~(1;) vr(E) < 
0 ( 
2 
“2 
N , 
where N = n(n + 1)/2. 
We can also improve [3, Theorem 1.11. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let X be a Banach space and let N = n(n + 1)/2. Then 
where the supremum is taken over all E G X with dim(E) = n. 
Proof: The proof is exactly the same as that in [3]. We have to replace 
the estimate T,(U) z l/e by Proposition 4.2. 1 
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